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Abstract: Inhibitory control deficit and impulsivity and compulsivity behaviours are present in differ-
ent psychopathological disorders such as addiction, obsessive-compulsive disorders and schizophre-
nia, among others. Social relationships in humans and animals are governed by social organization
rules, which modulate inhibitory control and coping strategies against stress. Social stress is associ-
ated with compulsive alcohol and drug use, pointing towards a determining factor in an increased
vulnerability to inhibitory control deficit. The goal of the present review is to assess the implication of
social stress and dominance on the vulnerability to develop impulsive and/or compulsive spectrum
disorders, with the aid of the information provided by animal models. A systematic search strategy
was carried out on the PubMed and Web of Science databases, and the most relevant information was
structured in the text and tables. A total of 34 studies were recruited in the qualitative synthesis. The
results show the role of social stress and dominance in increased drug and alcohol use, aggressive
and impulsive behaviour. Moreover, the revised studies support the role of Dopaminergic (DA)
activity and the alterations in the dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors as key factors in the development
of inhibitory control deficit by social stress.
Keywords: impulsivity; compulsivity; inhibitory control; social dominance; social stress; social
isolation; addiction; aggressiveness
1. Introduction
Inhibitory control deficit is associated with impulsive and compulsive behaviours.
Impulsive behaviour is defined as the tendency to act prematurely without foresight, of-
ten associated with addiction to substance use, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), mania and antisocial behaviour [1,2]. Moreover, compulsivity is defined as
actions inappropriate to the situation that persist and have no obvious relationship to
the overall goal, which often result in undesirable consequences [1,3,4]. It is present in
obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) but also in addiction by compulsive drug-seeking
and relapse [3,5]. Numerous studies have linked inhibitory control problems with so-
cialization disorders [6–8]. It should be noted that people who suffer from OCD have
more problems in their social and family relations, as well as greater difficulty finding
and keeping a job [9,10]. Interpersonal relationships of people with OCD are marked by
interpersonal ambivalence since they exhibit both prosocial and antisocial behaviour to
the same extent [11,12]. However, few studies have assessed the role of social stress on the
different facets of inhibitory control deficit.
In humans, social relations are governed by rules of social organization, which, in
turn, affect our inhibitory behaviour. It has been found, for example, that one of the
reasons adolescents play drinking games is to show their dominance over others [13]. In
Asian university students, social dominance influences higher alcohol consumption [14].
In adults, it has also been found that those who consider it important to show their
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social dominance drink more [15]. Social and hierarchical distinctions seem to lead to the
development of different coping strategies for stressors [16]. Stress can be defined in the
field of experimental research as the exposure of the subject to an aversive stimulus or
experimental situation [17]. Therefore, different ways of experiencing and dealing with
stressors produce differences in the vulnerability of subjects to develop inhibitory control
disorders. Exposure to stressful situations is associated with an increased likelihood of
alcohol relapse in humans [18], as well as higher consumption of tobacco, alcohol and
marijuana [19]. Additionally, experiencing vital stressful events during adolescence is
related to alcohol consumption during adolescence and drug and alcohol consumption
during adulthood [20]. Moreover, social stressors, such as problems at school or separation
from parents, lead to higher drug use [21].
In animals, socialization is characterized by the relationship between individuals
under patterns of hierarchy and submission. The dominant hierarchy of a group is defined
as a fairly persistent, unequal ranking of members in terms of power, influence and access
to valued prerogatives [22]. Once established, the hierarchy rank is relatively stable and
can minimize intense fights among the group members [23]. In preclinical models, social
stress can be assessed by different tests. One of the most relevant for studying social defeat
is the Resident-intruder test (RIT), considered a stress induction protocol whereby stimulus
rats, known as “residents,” show aggressive behaviour towards another unknown male rat
called “intruder.” The procedure is based on introducing the “intruder” rat into the box
of “resident” rats for 60 min. During this procedure, the resident female rat is removed
from the cage. The “intruder” rat is housed in a wire mesh cage to ensure its protection but
allows visual, auditory and olfactory contact. The “intruder” rat usually shows upright
and crouching defensive positions, in addition to tracking the “resident” rat [24]. Another
interesting model of social dominance is the Resource competition task (RCT); the rats
designated as dominant using the RCT won more encounters than the subordinate ones.
There are several social stress paradigms for assessing sociability in rodents. The most
relevant is known as social isolation, which consists of housing rodents individually during
the developmental period from weaning to adulthood. There are other paradigms, such as
social instability stress, which consists of alternating housing conditions for the animals,
or chronic-mild stress, in which experimental rodents are exposed to unpredictable social
and non-social stressors for several weeks [25]. However, there are no systematic reviews
on preclinical models that have tried to assess the role of social stress and dominance
on different aspects of inhibitory control deficit, which could help us to improve our
knowledge in its vulnerability, prevention and treatment.
Therefore, the present review’s aim is to evaluate the possible influence of social stress
and dominance on the vulnerability to develop a deficit inhibitory control, through the
information provided by preclinical models.
2. Materials and Methods
An extensive literature search was conducted in November–December 2020 using
electronic databases, including PubMed and Web of Science. The search keywords used
were: social dominance, social isolation, impulsivity, impulsive behaviour, inhibitory
control, compulsivity, compulsive behaviour, compulsive personality disorder, obsessive-
compulsive disorder, OCD, TOC, binge drinking, alcohol drinking, drinking behaviour,
animal models and rat. The Boolean operator “and” was used. No date limit was set to
select a study.
As for the inclusion criteria, articles written in English were included, and articles
that obtained information about the relationship between social dominance and/or social
stress and vulnerability to impulsive and/or compulsive spectrum disorder. Regarding
the exclusion criteria, articles written in languages other than English were discarded and
those not relevant to the main topic.
Additionally, a search for “grey literature” was carried out using two databases: Open
Grey and WorldCat. The same combinations used in the other databases were used in
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both. However, due to the length of the present work, it was decided not to include
such information. Once the search was completed, duplicated works were discarded. The
selection protocol was based on the reading of the titles and abstracts, discarding those not
relevant to the study topic. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the literature search strategy
and the review process following PRISMA 2009 flow diagram rules.
Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of search history and selection of articles.
3. Results
According to the literature found, we collated and organized the results on social stress
and dominance in preclinical models focusing on aggressive impulsivity and inhibitory
control deficit associated with impulsive and compulsive drug intake.
3.1. Social Stress Aggressive, Competition and Impulsive Behaviour
Table 1 shows the literature on preclinical models of stress and social dominance on im-
pulsive aggressive behaviours and competition for resources. In 2012, Coppens et al. [26]
assessed Roman high avoidance (RHA) and Roman low avoidance (RLA) rats with differ-
ent coping styles and impulsivity phenotypes to study the effects of social defeat stress.
In the RIT, RHA rats showed higher attack latency, higher offensive aggression and spent
more time in social interaction, while RLA rats spent more time grooming. During a
variable interval programme of reinforcement for obtaining food and during subsequent
extinction, RHA rats made more lever presses than RLA rats. Therefore, RHA rats were
more impulsive and more affected by social stress than RLA rats. In recent research [27],
male wild-type Groningen (WTG) rats were subjected to social defeat stress during adoles-
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cence by RIT. When their behaviour in operating conditioning for food reinforcement was
observed, no differences were found in the number of lever presses or rewards between
the stressed rats and the controls. During the RIT, no differences were found in offensive
behaviour, social exploration, social interaction, non-social exploration, immobility and
grooming. However, in the control group, a correlation was found between impulsivity
and offensive aggression that was not found in animals exposed to social defeat. Regarding
the possible relationship between wild rats and albinos in water consumption, Boice found
that rats with scars consumed more water compared to rats without scars and albinos.
These results showed the altered emotionality and low social status of the scarred wild
rats [28].
Table 1. Social stress aggressive, competition and impulsive behaviour.
Animal Strain& Sex Model Test Drug Effect Reference
Rat NorwayM
↑ Water intake in rats with
scar-markings Boice R. 1971 [28]
Rat S-DM
Restriction stress
(mild = 2 h,
severe = 18 h)
OFT
WCT
Severe stress inverted transiently the
DOM-SUB relationship
↓ Aggressive behavior in
anxious rats
Lucion A. &
Vogel W. 1994 [33]
Rat L-HM Social competition RIT
8-OH-DPAT (25
and 37.5 µ/kg)
↑ Social competition in SUB but not
in DOM







↑ Attack latency, offensive
aggression and lever presses in RHA
RHA are more impulsive than RLA
Coppens C. et al.,
2012 [26]
Rat W-TGM Social defeat stress RIT
No differences in aggression
and impulsivity
Control animals showed a
correlation between offensive
aggression and impulsivity













↓ Sucrose preference and locomotion
↑ Aggressiveness in stressed
↓ Aggressiveness after
fluoxetine treatment
Clozapine reversed the symptoms of
the stress























(0.1, 0.2 and 0.4
mg/kg)
DOM drink longer than SUB
↑ Locomotion in DOM
No differences in impulsivity
Jupp B. et al.,
2016 [31]
Abbreviations: S-D (Sprague-Dawley); L-H (Lister-Hooded); RHA (Roman high avoidance); RLA (Roman low avoidance); W-TG (wild-type
Groningen); OFT (Open Field Test); WCT (Water Competition Test); RIT (Resident-intruder Test); OC (Operant Conditioning); SPT (Sucrose
Preference Test); TT (Tube Test); 3-CH (Three-Chamber Test); EPM (Elevated Plus Maze); L-DB (Light-dark box); 5-CSRTT (Five-choice
serial-reaction time task); 8-OH-DPAT (8-hydroxy-2-(di-npropylamino)tetralin).
In mice, Yang and colleagues found that in C57BL/6J mice that were exposed to
chronic unpredictable mild stress (CUMS), sucrose consumption was reduced in the Sucrose
Preference Test (SPT), which evaluates the response of preference in the consumption of
different concentrations of sucrose, as well as the number of crossing, “rearings” and
mobility time in an open field test (OFT). In the RIT, the stressed mice were more aggressive
and had lower attack latency, and in the Tube Test (TT), they won more times than the
controls. Treatment with fluoxetine (18 mg/kg) reduced aggression in stressed mice, while
clozapine (20 mg/kg) also reduced social dominance behaviour. In conclusion, mice
subjected to CUMS showed high levels of aggression and dominance [29]. In another
similar study, using Sabra (Wt) and subordinate (Sub) mice also found that exposure to
CUMS reduced sucrose consumption in SPT, leading to the development of polydipsia in
both Wt and Sub mice. In the OFT, the stressed mice showed less locomotor activity as well
as reduced social exploration measured through the Three-Chamber Test (3-CT), which
consists of an apparatus with three chambers separated by a metal mesh, an unknown
male is placed in a side room while the opposite room is empty, the wire mesh is removed,
and the time spent by the mouse on each chamber is recorded [30].
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Jupp et al. [31] investigated whether the social status in Lister Hooded rats assessed
through the RCT influenced the development, maintenance and re-establishment of cocaine
addiction. They found that dominant rats drank for longer periods than subordinate rats
during the competition phase for a highly palatable liquid. In the TT, the rats designated
as dominant using the RCT won more encounters than the subordinate ones. As for the
acquisition of self-administration behaviour, no social rank effects were observed, although
dominant rats pressed the lever more often than subordinate ones. Additionally, differences
were observed during the extinction and re-establishment of self-administration behaviour.
The dominant rats showed higher locomotor activity in a novel environment compared to
the subordinate ones. In the Light-dark box (L-DB) (a chamber divided into a dark and
a light compartment), no differences were found between the two groups, although all
the rats preferred the dark area. Finally, in the Five-choice-serial-reaction time task, there
were also no significant differences between subordinates and dominants, although longer
intervals between trials increased premature responses.
In a study, Woodall and colleagues evaluated the effects of the administration of
8-hydroxy-2-(di-n-propylamino)tetralin (8-OH-DPAT), a selective agonist of the serotonin
5-HT1A receptors, in dominant, intermediate and subordinate Lister-Hooded rats of each
triad to assess its impact on the task of competition for condensed milk. Of the groups
tested in the study, 80% established dominant hierarchies and competed for condensed
milk. When the effects of 8-OH-DPAT administration on subordinate rats were evaluated
before the social competition test, they found that they had increased their access to the
drinking spout, whereas dominant rats treated with 8-OH-DPAT did not increase social
competition. On the other hand, 8-O-HT-DPAT did not affect the amount of condensed
milk consumed or locomotor activity in dominant, intermediate and subordinate rats [32].
Lucion and Vogel subjected Sprague-Dawley rats to different types of stress to evaluate
their performance in the Water Competition Test [33]. The situation of competition for
water quickly established the dominant–subordinate relationship, which remained stable
over time. A mild stressor (2 h) decreased aggressive behaviour (not significantly) and
the differences in water intake between dominants and subordinates. Severe stress (18 h)
reversed the dominant–submissive relationship in most pairs. When the severe stress was
removed, eventually, the original relationship was restored. In the case of submissive rats,
severe stress decreased aggressive behaviour, although not significantly. Anxiety before
stress exposure caused anxious, dominant rats to lose more weight and more aggressive
behaviour than low-anxious rats.
As the above suggests, animals exposed to social stress during adolescence may not
present the same behavioural consequences. However, in RHA rats, social stress during
adolescence appears to affect the levels of impulsivity and aggressive behaviour more than
in RLA rats. Stress also affects mice by increasing levels of aggression and social dominance
and can lead to the development of polydipsia in subordinate mice. In RCT, dominant rats
tend to consume more food or fluid than subordinate rats. In the case of self-administration
of cocaine, dominant rats press the lever more frequently than subordinate rats to obtain
the drug, although no differences in impulsiveness are observed. Finally, when a dominant
animal is subjected to severe stress, it is possible to reverse the dominant–submissive
relationship even though it is a temporary phenomenon.
3.2. Social Stress, Drug Addiction and Impulsive Behaviour
3.2.1. Social Defeat and Psychostimulants Drugs
Table 2 shows preclinical models of stress induced by social defeat and its relationship
with psychostimulants drugs. In one study [34], exposure before social defeat favoured
locomotor response to heroin (0.03 mg/kg/infusion), cocaine (10 mg/kg) and speedball (a
combination of heroin and cocaine) in Long-Evans rats. However, there were no differences
in the acquisition and maintenance of self-administration between the group exposed to
social defeat and the control group. During administration, according to a fixed ratio
(RF) and progressive ratio (PR) reinforcement program, there were no differences between
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the two groups in the number of cocaine, heroin or speedball infusions. In contrast, by
self-administration of “speedball” during a 24-h unlimited access binge, the rats exposed to
social defeat showed a higher persistence in self-administration behaviour and a trend for
escalated intake, especially in the last 12 h. Therefore, rats exposed to stress have a higher
preference for cocaine consumption unless a heroin–cocaine combination is available.
Table 2. Social defeat and psychostimulants drugs.
Animal Strain & Sex Model Test Drug Effect Reference





↑ Locomotion, breaking points and
cocaine self-administration










↑ Locomotion, amphetamine intake
Stress does not increase cocaine intake
Yap J. & Miczek
K. 2007 [37]
Rat L-EHM Social defeat stress RIT
Cocaine
(0.75 mg/kg)
↑ Locomotion, breaking points and
intake of cocaine
















↑ Cocaine and Speedball intake
Sensitized locomotor behaviour
↑ Consumption in stressed during a
24-h binge
Cruz F. et al.,
2011 [34]
Abbreviations: L-E (Long-Evans); L-EH (Long-Evans hooded); RIT (Resident-intruder test).
In a similar study [35], Long-Evans rats sensitized to stress, cocaine and morphine
increased their locomotor responses. A cocaine dose of 7.5 mg/kg increased locomotion in
rats previously treated with cocaine, while this dose did not increase locomotion in rats
previously treated with morphine. Furthermore, in a PR schedule, cocaine sensitization
facilitated the acquisition of cocaine self-administration and an increase in breaking points,
which is defined as the last infusion administered in the session. During a 24-h unlimited
access binge, cocaine- and stress-sensitized rats self-administered significantly more cocaine
than controls. Likewise, these rats also maintained their self-administration behaviour for
longer, thus accumulating a higher amount of drug. Non-sensitized animals stopped their
consumption after approximately 18–20 h.
Subsequent research [36] examined the relationship between access conditions to
cocaine administration and a history of defeat stress in Long-Evans rats. On the one hand,
they found that rats with prolonged access (6 h/day) to cocaine self-administered more infu-
sions than short-access (1 h/day) animals in the first hour of the session, which maintained
a similar intake during the 14 days of the experiment. The prolonged access condition
favoured faster cocaine self-administration but did not affect the self-administration of
the control group. On the other hand, the rats exposed to social defeat showed cross-
sensitization to cocaine when compared to the control group, that is, previously stressed
animals, showed an increased locomotor response to a subsequent challenge with a psy-
chostimulant. In a PR schedule of reinforcement, socially defeated rats completed higher
ratios of responding to obtain cocaine infusions and increased break points, as well as
during a 24-h unlimited access binge. However, the prolonged access condition did not
increase cocaine intake in non-stressed controls. As for mice, Yap and Miczek found that
social defeat and amphetamine in CFW mice were sufficient to cause behavioural cross-
sensitization to the stimulant effects of amphetamine. Amphetamine injections caused
increased locomotor activity and a sensitized response to the lower dose of amphetamine
compared to controls. Amphetamine pretreated mice exhibited increased cocaine self-
administration during acquisition compared to the control group, as well as elevated break
points during a PR schedule of reinforcement. However, exposure to social defeat did not
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increase cocaine self-administration in CFW mice, contrary to what is found in stressed
rats [37].
Taken together, social defeat stress encourages cocaine use in stressed rats. Rats
sensitized to stress or cocaine tend to develop an increase in cocaine use and make a higher
number of responses to obtain the drug. However, exposure to social defeat stress does not
appear to increase cocaine self-administration in CFW mice.
3.2.2. Social Stress and Depressant Drugs
Table 3 shows the literature on preclinical models of stress and social dominance
and its relationships with depressant drugs. Regarding the relationship between stress
and alcohol consumption, Marcolin et al. [38] found that Long-Evans rats under social
instability stress (daily 1 h of isolation after which they are housed with a new cage partner
from the postnatal day) consumed more ethanol than non-stressed rats regardless of social
context, that is, whether they were housed alone, with an unfamiliar peer or with a familiar
mate. When comparing adolescent rats with adult rats in a Drinking Competition Task, they
found that stressed adolescent but non-adult rats consumed more ethanol than controls.
As for sucrose consumption, there were no differences between stressed rats and both
adolescent and adult controls, except in adulthood under conditions of competition where
stressed adolescent rats consumed more sucrose than controls and adults. In general,
adolescent stressed rats housed alone or with a familiar partner had lower drinking latency
and consumed more ethanol than controls. In recent research [39], using Intermittent
Access to 2-bottle choice (2-BC) in which Long-Evans rats had access to a bottle of water
and another bottle of water or 10% ethanol sweetened with 0.1% saccharin, no differences
were found between rats exposed to social instability stress and control rats. In another
condition, saccharin was added at 0.1% without ethanol, which caused a reduction in the
consumption of stressed rats compared to control rats. Therefore, in this study, it could not
be stated that exposure to stress during adolescence leads to a predisposition for ethanol
consumption in adulthood.
Table 3. Social stress and depressant drugs.
Animal Strain& Sex Model Test Drug Effect Reference
Rat L-EM Alcoholism EtOH (10%)
↓ Dominance in high drinkers
↑ Activity after
EtOH withdrawal
Ellison G. et al.,
1983 [44]
Rat L-EM+H Social stress EtOH (4 and 8%)
↑ EtOH intake in SUB and in
femalesEtOH (8%)
↓ offensive attacks in
DOM males
Blanchard R.
et al., 1987 [42]







↑EtOH intake in C57BL/6J
↓ Water intake in
C57BL/6JEtOH





Rat WM Social isolation
OFT
FCP
EtOH (5, 10 and 20%)
Diazepam (50 and
100 mg/L)
↑ EtOH intake in isolated rats
↓ EtOH intake in DOM






Mouse Swiss NIHM Social stress RIT EtOH (5%)






L. & Lister R.
1992 [47]
Rat WM Social isolation 2-BC ETZ (2, 4 and 8 mg/L)
↑ Intake in isolated and
contact caging rats
↓ Intake in DOM












No differences in EtOH
consumption
↑ Exploration
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Table 3. Cont.
Animal Strain& Sex Model Test Drug Effect Reference
Rat L-EM
Short (60 m),
intermediate (6 h) and
continuous (24 h)
social stress
RIT EtOH (3 and 10%) ↓ Intake of 10% EtOH↑ Water intake
van Erp A.
et al., 2001 [41]






↑ EtOH intake in losers
↑ Visits to the partition in





Rat L-EM Social stress
VBS
EPM
EtOH (0, 2.5, 5, 7.5
and 10%)
Quinine (25–750 µM)
Sucrose (0, 2.5, 5, 7.5
and 10%)
↑ EtOH intake in SUB
Colonies treated with EtOH
did not establish hierarchies
and showed
less aggressiveness
Duncan E. et al.,
2006 [52]





↑ EtOH preference in SUB
and SUBdom
No differences in anxiety
and locomotion
Filatovaa E.
et al., 2010 [45]





↑ EtOH consumption in SUB
↑ EtOH consumption in
aggressive triads


































EtOH (2.5, 5, 10
and 20%)






pairing paradigm Fluoxetin (10 mg/kg)
↓ Climbing and digging
behaviour in Queens and SUB
↓ Sniffing and aggression
in Queens
Mongillo D.






↑ Anxiety and EtOH intake in
male rats
Stress does not affect
female rats
Roeckner A.
et al., 2017 [40]





↑ EtOH intake in stressed rats
and in adolescent rats
↑ Sucrose intake in stressed
adolescent rats
Marcolin M.
et al., 2019 [38]








↓ Social interaction and
anxiety in stressed rats
Marcolin M.
et al., 2020 [39]
Abbreviations: L-E (Long-Evans); W (Wistar); OFT (Open Field Test); EAT (Exploratory Activity Test); FST (Forced Swimming Test),
H-PPT (Hot-plate Pain Test); PT (Partition Test); FCP (Free Choice Paradigm); RIT (Resident-intruder Test); 2-BC (2-Bottle Choice); L-DB
(Light-dark box); VBS (Visible Burrow System); EPM (Elevated Plus Maze); ST (Suok Test); IC-T (IntelliCage Test); RRT (Rota Rod Test); RCT
(Resource Competition Task); SIT (Social Interaction Test); EtOH (Ethanol); ETZ (Etonitazene); TCDD (2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin).
Another study [40] assessed whether chronic social instability would lead to increased
consumption and preference for ethanol in Long-Evans rats. The main result was that
stressed male rats had a higher preference for ethanol than control rats during weeks 2 and
3 of consumption, while water consumption in those weeks was lower compared to the
other groups. Nevertheless, in female rats exposed to chronic social instability, there were
no significant differences in ethanol consumption and preference. Regarding the possible
relationship between duration of stress and ethanol consumption, van Erp et al. [41] found
that Long-Evans rats exposed to short (30 m), intermediate (6 h) and continuous (24 h)
stress decreased their ethanol consumption by 10% ethanol during the 5 days of stress
exposure, while it did not affect the 3% ethanol solution and even increased their water
consumption. As for the possible relationship between social dominance and drug use,
Blanchard et al. [42] found that subordinate Long-Evans rats consumed more ethanol than
dominant rats. Subordinate male rats licked more than dominant rats, with the frequency
of licking being lower in the 8% ethanol condition than in the 4% condition. However,
female rats had a higher licking frequency than males in the 4% ethanol condition, but there
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were no differences in the 8% ethanol condition. As for offensive behaviour, dominant
male rats showed a decline when pre-ethanol consumption measures were compared
with those taken during 8% ethanol administration. Female rats showed low frequency
both before and during ethanol consumption in offensive and defensive behaviour. One
study [43] found that subordinate Long-Evans rats consumed more ethanol than dominant
and subdominant rats and rats housed in aggressive triads also consumed more ethanol
than rats housed in non-aggressive triads. The OFT had little effect on ethanol consumption
since it only decreased the consumption of subdominants in non-aggressive triads and
did not affect ethanol preference either. The Elevated plus maze test decreased ethanol
consumption and ethanol preference in subdominants regardless of the aggressiveness of
the triad. Finally, after the RIT, ethanol consumption increased in all rats of non-aggressive
triads, while it decreased in subdominants of aggressive triads. Ethanol preference also
increased in dominant and subordinate rats. In one study [44], it was found that high-
drinking rats scored low on several measures of dominance compared to low-drinking
rats. In fights, high consumers lost more matches, rarely chased other rats and initiated
less aggressive behaviours such as violent fighting and broadsiding, where the dominant
animal shows the larger side of its profile to impress its opponents. High consumers
also spent more time in the burrows and less time running on the wheel, although they
were more engaged in “grooming” (cleaning activities and orofacial movements indicative
of compulsivity) than low consumers. When alcohol was removed from the colony, the
high consumers became more active and increased social grooming and chasing, while
they did not increase in dominance. In recent research [45], it was found that the forced
alcoholization model increased ethanol preference in subdominant and subordinate but
not dominant Wistar rats. The same effect was achieved in the case of the group where only
water was available. Furthermore, alcohol consumption in the 2-BC was maintained at a
level of 10% in the rats that were group-housed even though they had no preference for
alcohol. However, the rats housed alone after two months of forced alcoholization drank
only water.
In the case of mice, Bahi found that chronic psychosocial stress in C57BL/6 mice from
the chronic subordinate colony compared to individually housed control mice increased
ethanol consumption and preference in the 2-BC. However, no differences were found
in the consumption and preference of sucrose and quinine between both groups [46].
Hilakivi-Clarke & Lister found that, before group housing, severely injured mice consumed
more ethanol than mildly injured or alphas. During RIT, there were no differences in the
aggressiveness exhibited by the three groups of mice. When mice were housed in groups,
alcohol consumption was higher in submissive mice than in alpha or control mice. The
preference for alcohol among the groups was the same, while the amount of total fluid
was higher in submissive mice than in alpha and controls [47]. Some authors [48] found
that continued exposure to defeat in C57 mice increased ethanol consumption, while the
experience of victory decreased ethanol consumption and increased water consumption.
However, victory and defeat did not affect ethanol consumption in CBA mice. In OFT,
in the exploratory activity test and in the Forced Swimming Test (FST), which measures
escape, immobility and gentle swimming behaviour, ethanol did not cause any behavioural
changes in submissive mice as the number of nose pushes (pushes with the rat’s nose
towards a bottle), rears (lifting of the front legs in an exploratory attitude) and immobility
time, which are indicative of compulsivity, were similar in the losers who drank ethanol
and water. In the hot-plate pain test, which consists of a hot plate where the animal
is placed and measures the latency it takes to lick its paws or jump to avoid pain, the
paw-lick latency (which may be indicative of compulsivity) was not affected by ethanol.
Nevertheless, ethanol increased locomotor activity near the partition in submissive in
the presence of the aggressive mouse in the Partition Test (PT), which assesses the social
interest in a partner.
Wolffgramm and Heyne [49] found that ethanol consumption varied according to
housing conditions (group housing, individual housing and contact caging). Long-term
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isolated rats consumed more ethanol and preferred a higher concentrated solution. When
housing conditions were changed from a lower to a higher level of deprivation, ethanol
consumption increased. However, in the opposite case, consumption levels remained
constant. When ethanol was withdrawn and diazepam was offered, there were no differ-
ences in the choice of the latter. Additionally, dominant rats consumed significantly less
than subordinate rats, but the former increased their ethanol consumption when housing
conditions changed. Likewise, after a period of abstinence, rats with previous experience
increased their ethanol consumption compared to their previous consumption. In mice,
Kudryavtseva et al. [50] found that losers mice consumed more ethanol than the winner
mice. After a deprivation period, the winners treated with placebo increased ethanol con-
sumption, while the losers who were treated with U-50,488H, which has analgesic, diuretic
and antitussive effects, consumed more ethanol than those treated with placebo. Further-
more, both after a period of deprivation and after ethanol consumption, the performance
in the PT of the winners (regardless of whether they consumed ethanol or not) continued
to be one of the frequent approaches to the partition while the losers approached less often
and for less time, indicating that the losers have a less social interest and greater anxiety.
However, U-50,488H increased the number of times the losers approached the partition
while it decreased the approach of the winners. One study [51] evaluated the consequences
of defeat stress in NMRI mice. Subordinate mice during the PT approached the partition
less frequently than dominant mice. When their ethanol consumption was examined, no
differences were found in the amount consumed compared to the controls. No significant
differences were found between groups in the FST. During the L-DB test, the subordinates
spent less time in the illuminated section than the controls and showed less exploratory
activity. However, when citalopram was administered (20 mg/kg/day), the subordinates
increased the time spent in the illuminated section and increased the exploration.
In an investigation, Duncan et al. [52] used the visible burrow system (VBS), which
consists of an area with an open surface according to a 12 h light/dark cycle, with two
smaller covered chambers connected by covered tunnels. The small chambers and tunnels
are always in darkness. Water and food are always available on the open surface area and in
the small chambers. It was found that rats treated with alcohol failed to establish a hierarchy,
unlike the group treated with sucrose. Additionally, the alcohol-treated rats decreased
their alcohol consumption in VBS compared to the baseline, and there was no effect of
social status on consumption during VBS in the group that received alcohol and sucrose.
Rats treated with alcohol showed less offensive behaviour and fewer bites compared to
the group treated with sucrose while housed at VBS. In another study [53], it was found
that Long-Evans rats designated as dominant through agonist encounters consumed less
ethanol than subdominant rats in the pre-dyad test. However, during the dyad test, the
dominant rats consumed more ethanol than the subdominant and individually housed
rats, which decreased their consumption levels or maintained them, although this effect
was not statistically significant.
Regarding the possible relationship between stress and drug use, Heyne found that by
housing Wistar rats in different conditions (group caging, single caging and contact caging),
the preference and intake of the opiate etonitazene (ETZ) varied. In particular, single housed
rats or contact caging consumed more opiates than rats housed in groups. Furthermore,
in rats where ETZ consumption was forced, intake was higher than in the control group,
and in dominant rats, consumption was significantly lower than in subordinate rats. By
changing the housing conditions after 10 weeks, ETZ intake was adjusted to each condition
so that rats previously group-housed and later socially deprived increased their ETZ
consumption and vice versa. Additionally, during the last 5 weeks of opiate access, all rats
increased their voluntary intake of ETZ. After a period of abstinence, socially deprived
rats increased their consumption of ETZ compared to their previous consumption [54]. As
for the possible relationship of fluoxetine with social status, Mongillo et al. [55] found a
differential effect of fluoxetine in naked mole-rats according to status (subordinates and
queen) and social environment (in-colony and in a social-pairing paradigm). Subordinates
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in-colony treated with fluoxetine spent less time digging and climbing, and in general,
both the fluoxetine-treated and the controls showed little aggressive behaviour. When
subordinates were subjected to the out-pairing paradigm, fluoxetine-treated animals had a
lower frequency of aggression than controls. However, when they were paired with soldiers
instead of workers, they increased the duration of the aggression. Concerning the queens,
fluoxetine decreased sniffing behaviour and did exhibit aggression in-colony, in contrast to
subordinates. Nevertheless, in the out-pairing paradigm, fluoxetine treatment significantly
reduced aggressive behaviour in queens as well as its duration when directed at soldiers.
In another study, Endo et al. [56] evaluated the impact of the administration of 2,3,7,8-
tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), a toxic of the dioxin family that induces abnormal
sexual dysmorphic behaviour in adulthood. To this end, doses of 0, 0.3 and 0.6 µg/kg
were orally administered to pregnant mice of the C57BL/6 strain, and the behaviour of
the offspring was subsequently evaluated. TCDD did not affect the exploratory activity
and motor coordination during the acclimation phase of the behavioural flexibility test, the
OFT and the Rota Rod Test. However, TCDD caused the mice to take longer to achieve a
behavioural shift in the serial reversal task. During the stay of the mice in the IntelliCage,
an automated behavioural test apparatus for mice under a group-housed condition that
was used to analyse the competitive domain in limited access to water, the mice called
TC-0.6 because they were exposed to the dose of 0.6 µg/kg of the mentioned compound
showed a deficit in the executive functions since they exhibited compulsive, repetitive nose
poking as opposed to the group TC-0.3 exposed to the intermediate dose. TCDD affected
the competitive dominance of TC-0.6 mice as they visited the corners of the IntelliCage
less often to obtain water in the presence of another group, but not when each group
was housed separately. The behavioural alterations observed induced by TCDD in the
TC-0.6 group could be due to hypoactivation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and
hyperactivation of the amygdala.
From the above, it could be concluded that, on the one hand, stress may trigger a
higher subsequent consumption of alcohol or opiates through different housing condi-
tions. On the other hand, a longer duration of stress seems to decrease the preference for
a more concentrated ethanol solution. However, there are contradictions as to whether
or not exposure to stress necessarily leads to increased ethanol consumption. Alcohol
consumption can favour the reduction of aggressiveness and prevent the formation of
hierarchies. Furthermore, subordinate rats generally consume more alcohol than domi-
nant rats and score low on several measures of dominance. Additionally, rats housed in
aggressive triads tend to consume more alcohol than rats housed in non-aggressive triads.
As with rats, subordinate mice also tend to consume more alcohol than dominant mice.
The administration of U-50,488H favours alcohol consumption in loser mice; however, C57
mice are more vulnerable to the effects of social defeat on alcohol consumption than CBA
mice. Moreover, fluoxetine affects behaviour according to status and social context and
is effective in decreasing aggression in dominant male rats when paired. On the other
hand, perinatal exposure to TCDD seems to deteriorate behavioural flexibility, decrease
competitive dominance and produce compulsive, repetitive behaviour.
3.3. Social Stress and Dopaminergic Mechanisms
Table 4 shows the literature regarding the possible relationship between exposure
to social stress and dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors. Burke et al. [57] found, on the one
hand, that non-stressed amphetamine-treated rats had lower levels of expression of the
dopaminergic D2 receptor protein in the NAc than non-stressed saline-treated rats, while
stressed rats had higher levels of the dopaminergic D2 receptor compared to amphetamine-
treated controls. Rats that had been treated with a saline solution and that belonged to
the social defeat group or the control group showed no differences in the expression of
the dopaminergic D2 receptor. The social defeat also did not alter the expression of the
dopaminergic D2 receptor in the mPFC, the NAc shell and the striatum. Furthermore, rats
exposed to social defeat during adolescence and subsequent amphetamine conditioning in
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adulthood did not result in the appearance of alterations in the expression of dopaminergic
D1 receptors in any area of the brain. On the other hand, rats that were exposed to foot-
shock and treated with saline in adolescence also had lower dopaminergic D1 receptor
levels in the striatum compared to the non-stressed saline group. Thus, exposure to stress
from social defeat but not from exposure to foot-shock prevents the down-regulation of
dopaminergic D2 receptors in NAc by amphetamine. Regarding the relationship of social
dominance with dopaminergic D2/D3 receptors [31], it was found that in rats designated
as dominant after the RCT, the expression of the dopaminergic D2/D3 receptors was
significantly higher in the dorsal striatum and the NAc shell compared to subordinate
rats. Dopamine transporter (DAT) binding was also found to be higher in the NAc shell
of dominant rats. No differences were found in serotonin transporter (5-HHT) binding.
However, dominant rats had lower levels of dopamine (DA) in the NAc shell compared
to subordinate rats. In a recent study in which saline or the antagonist SCH23390 were
administered to block the dopaminergic D1 receptor in mice, it was found that SCH
facilitated social dominance (measured by TT) in mice at the middle, but not high or
low, social rank in the groups. In the 3-CT test, the mice that received only saline spent
more time in the social area than in the non-social area, while mice treated with only SCH
decreased the social preference of the mice. However, mice treated with both SCH and
saline also spent more time in the social area. In mice in pairs, high and low range, SCH
did not affect the time spent in the social area. In the radial 8-arm maze test, both the
number of times the mice entered the same arm at least twice non-consecutive (NC) and
the consecutive entries in the same arm (C) were recorded to evaluate working memory
and behavioural flexibility. On the one hand, the mice that received SCH increased the
number of NC and C entries, the first-rank mice performing the worst. On the other hand,
mice administered with SCH were more likely to enter the open arms, with the first-rank
mice exhibiting the most impulsive behaviour [58].
Table 4. Social stress and dopaminergic system.
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5-CSRTT (Five-choice serial-reaction time task); CPP (Conditioned Place Preference): 3-CT (Three Chamber Test); R8-AM (Radial 8-Arm
Maze); SCH (SCH23390).
In conclusion, stress experienced in adolescence may alter how amphetamine exposure
in adulthood down-regulates the dopaminergic D2 receptors. Social dominance appears
to cause changes in the striatal dopamine system and variations in the dopaminergic D2
receptor in the striatum. Besides, social dominance in group-housed mice also appears to
be facilitated by low dopaminergic D1 receptor functions.
4. Discussion
The present review constitutes a summary of the main studies found regarding the
role of social dominance and stress as predisposing factors for the development of an
impulsive phenotype, excessive drug use and the possible involvement of dopaminergic
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D1/D2 receptors in the development of addictive behaviour. Therefore, we will address the
relationship between social dominance and stress with abusive consumption and aggres-
sive, impulsive behaviours, and finally, we will discuss the involvement of dopaminergic
receptors in the development of these behaviours. The main results regarding the role of
social dominance and stress as predisposing factors for the development of an impulsive
phenotype, excessive drug use and the possible involvement of dopaminergic D1/D2
receptors in the development of addictive behaviour are presented below.
4.1. Role of Dominance and Social Stress as Factors of Vulnerability to the Development of an
Impulsive Phenotype
Thanks to this review, we have been able to better understand the involvement of
dominance and social stress in the development of an impulsive phenotype, a vulnerability
factor for the development of addictive behaviours [59–61]. On the one hand, we have
found publications that relate the experience of socially stressful and submissive situa-
tions to an increase in impulsive and aggressive behaviour [62]. On the other hand, we
have observed that different authors show that the presence of aggressive and impulsive
behaviours increases the risk of suffering from addiction to some types of substances [63].
The review of studies shows similar effects of social dominance and stress on the
development of aggressive, impulsive behaviour. In the case of RHA and RLA rats, one
study found that RHA rats showed higher offensive aggression, higher impulsivity and
higher vulnerability to the effects of social defeat stress [26]. In contrast, another study
found no correlation between impulsivity and offensive aggression in rats exposed to social
defeat [27]. In the case of mice, it has been observed that stressed mice are more aggressive
than those not exposed to stress [29]. Subordination stress has also been found to lead to
the development of polydipsia in subordinate mice [30] and increased water consumption
in subordinate rats [28].
Several animal studies support the idea that social dominance is a key factor in the
development of an impulsive phenotype and addiction. Aggressiveness leads to the devel-
opment of impulsive behaviour in hamsters in the delay discounting paradigm [64] and rats
when they are subjected to a variable interval of reinforcement during operant condition-
ing [65]. Aggressiveness also increases cocaine and morphine self-administration in mice
and develops a conditioned preference for morphine [66]. In socially dominant monkeys,
cocaine use is lower than in subordinate monkeys [67], and dominant female monkeys are
more vulnerable to the reinforcing effects of cocaine than subordinate ones [68]. In human
research, social dominance has been found to regulate the interaction between testosterone
and the risk of developing a substance use disorder, being individuals characterized by
social dominance and a tendency to violate social norms those who have the highest risk of
developing addiction [69].
As for the relationship between social stress and addictive behaviour, exposure to
social defeat by stress also induces behavioural sensitisation to a subsequent amphetamine
challenge in rats [70]. Furthermore, stress increases the rate of acquisition of heroin self-
administration in rats [71]. Additionally, exposure to social stress during adolescence leads
to increased cocaine self-administration and cocaine-induced conditioned place preference
in mice [72,73]. In several studies, exposure to subchronic and mild social defeat stress
increased water consumption in mice with aspects similar to polydipsia [74,75]. In research
with prisoners, it has been found that stressors such as problems with friends and family
are associated with drug use 30 days after release from prison [76]. Exposure to stress
during childhood in children is also a risk factor for the development of a substance abuse
disorder [77].
In summary, a large number of studies have proven that both social stress and stress
due to subordination facilitate the appearance of aggressive behaviour, the increase in
impulsive behaviour such as self-administration of drugs in both animals and humans, and
the appearance of polydipsia which is related to compulsivity. For this reason, it could be
affirmed that situations of social stress and subordination seem to be related to impulsive
and compulsive behaviours.
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4.2. Excessive Consumption in Rodents under Social Stress
Most of the studies found agree that exposure to stress through repeated social defeat
increases drug use in rats, as well as persistence in self-administration behaviour com-
pared to non-stressed rats. Additionally, stress increases the locomotor response of rats
to the presence of drugs such as cocaine, heroin and morphine [34–36]. However, social
stress seems not to affect mice in the same way as it does not increase self-administration
behaviour [37]. Similarly, most of the studies found also support the idea that exposure
in rats to social stress leads to a higher preference and consumption of alcohol than in
non-stressed rats [38,49] with some exceptions [39,40]. One study even confirms that longer
or shorter duration of stress affects the consumption of different ethanol solutions [41].
In addition, the research confirms that housing conditions can affect the consumption of
alcohol and opiates, with rats housed alone consuming the highest amount of drugs [49,54].
On the other hand, many studies show that subordinate and more defeated rats consume
more and have a higher preference for alcohol than dominant rats [42,43,45,47,49,53]. This
phenomenon also occurs in the case of mice [46–48]. Further, Duncan et al. [52] found that
alcohol complicates the formation of hierarchies and reduces offensive behaviour in rats.
Studies with humans have found a relationship between alcohol consumption and
social problems such as arguments and absenteeism from work [78].
Some studies confirm that exposure to fluoxetine, which is a selective inhibitor of
serotonin reuptake in the presynaptic membrane, decreases aggressive behaviour in dom-
inant mole-rats [55]. This same result has been found in other species such as coral reef
fish [79], long-finned zebrafish [80] and Betta splendens [81]. However, other studies
indicate that fluoxetine has no effect on aggressiveness in striped shore crabs [82], and even
that fluoxetine increases aggressiveness in species such as Brycon amazonicus fish [83] and
hamsters [84]. In humans, treatment with fluoxetine is effective in reducing symptoms of
obsessive-compulsive disorder in adults, adolescents and children [85–87]. On the other
hand, fluoxetine has been demonstrated to be effective in reducing ethanol consumption in
female rats [88] and rats with a high preference for alcohol [89]. In humans, it has also been
effective in reducing alcohol consumption in adults [90]. Exposure to TCDD, a toxic of
the dioxin family, in addition to producing behavioural inflexibility, decreases competitive
dominance and produces compulsive, repetitive behaviour in dose-dependent mice [56]. In
a study with rats, exposure to a low dose of TCDD (200 ng/kg) resulted in altered paired-
associate learning [91]. In another investigation, TCDD (0.18 and 0.54 µg/kg) affected
performance in a random ratio and delayed alternation test in rats [92]. Regarding alcohol
consumption, TCDD seems not to affect alcohol consumption in mice with high and low
alcohol preference [93]. In humans, prenatal exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls, some
of which are in the dioxin family, appears to increase the risk of becoming tobacco and
alcohol users [94].
On the other hand, some studies show that when rats are exposed to an RCT, the
dominant–submissive relationship is often established quickly, and dominant rats con-
sume more fluid or food than subordinate rats [31]. This effect can be modulated by the
administration of drugs such as 8-OH-DPAT [32]. This k-opioid receptor agonist has been
found to reduce consumption in rats with simulated injuries and a high preference for
alcohol [95]. In addition, increasing alcohol consumption in low doses and decreasing it in
high doses in rats and squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus) depending on the dose [96,97].
In humans, administration of morphine [98] and codeine [99] have been found to increase
aggressive behaviour.
It could be highlighted that several studies have shown how situations of social stress
and subordination favour the increase of drug and alcohol consumption in different species.
Furthermore, treatment with certain substances such as fluoxetine and 8-OH-DPAT has
been shown to have a therapeutic effect, decreasing aggressive behaviours and, in turn,
compulsive and addictive behaviours. Thus, we could affirm that aggressiveness and
compulsion seem to be correlated behaviours.
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4.3. Possible Involvement of Dopaminergic Receptors D1/D2 in the Development of
Addictive Behaviour
Dopamine is the crucial reward neurotransmitter in the brain activated by drugs of
abuse [100]. The receptors of this neurotransmitter, which are divided into two families: the
dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors, related to motivational and reward processes [101], have a
primary role in the development and maintenance of impulsive and addictive behaviours.
On the one hand, regarding the relationship of social defeat stress with dopaminergic
D1/D2 receptors, it has been found that exposure to defeat stress during adolescence pre-
vents the regulation of dopaminergic D2 receptors in NAc by amphetamine in adulthood,
while such exposure does not seem to affect dopaminergic D1 receptors [57]. On the other
hand, regarding the relationship with social dominance, it has been found that dominant
rats have greater expression of the dopaminergic D2 receptor in the dorsal striatum and
the NAc shell compared to subordinate rats. Furthermore, the binding of the dopamine
transporter (DAT) is also higher in the NAc shell of the dominant ones, although they have
lower levels of DA in the NAc shell than the subordinate ones [31]. The use of the antago-
nist SCH23390 to block the dopaminergic D1 receptor in mice facilitates social dominance
in second rank mice, decreases social preference and favours impulsive behaviour in first
rank mice [58].
In studies with rats, it has been found that the activation of the D1/D2 heteromer
nullifies cocaine-conditioned place preference, locomotor sensitization, self-administration
and re-establishment of cocaine-seeking, being fundamental to control the development of
cocaine addiction [102]. Additionally, rats with high rates of cocaine use are less affected
by dopaminergic D1 receptor agonists such as SKF 81297, which inhibit cocaine seeking.
However, a dopaminergic D2 receptor agonist, such as quinpirole, which stimulates co-
caine seeking, affects high-user rats more [103]. In one study in rats, while quinpirole
decreased alcohol consumption, spiperone (D2-antagonist) increased or decreased alcohol
consumption depending on the dose. When the D1 agonist SKF-3839 was administered, al-
cohol consumption decreased, while when the D1 antagonist SCH-23390 was administered,
consumption decreased according to the dose administered [104]. In a recent investigation
where shRNA (a lentiviral construct containing a short hairpin RNA) was used to block the
expression of dopaminergic D1 receptors in the dorsal striatum, rats were found to have
no alteration of dopaminergic D2 receptors, increased their response rate and consumed
more amphetamine than rats in which shRNA was not used [105].
In people with stimulant use disorder, the administration of pramipexole, a dopamine
agonist, reverses perseverative responses while it does not affect people with OCD [106]. In
another study, the administration of pramipexole and amisulpride, a dopaminergic D2 re-
ceptor antagonist, reduced persistent responses in people with stimulant use disorder [107].
Naltrexone, a non-selective opioid antagonist, is effective in the treatment of alcohol-related
problems, such as withdrawal and relapse [108], and in reducing craving [109]. However,
another opioid receptor antagonist, naloxone, aggravates the symptoms of OCD [110].
In conclusion, several studies show that both stress and social dominance cause alter-
ations in the dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors and that the administration of agonists and
antagonists of these receptors can favour impulsive behaviours such as the consumption
of alcohol and drugs such as cocaine and amphetamine. Therefore, we can say that the
alterations caused in the AD receptors by social stress and dominance may be predisposing
factors for the development of an impulse spectrum disorder.
5. Limitations and Future Lines
There are several limitations from the reviewed studies to understand the associ-
ation and contribution of social stress and/or social dominance in the development of
inhibitory control disorders. Most of the studies on social stress and/or social dominance
are focused on certain aspects of inhibitory control, thus on the development of addiction
and alterations in aggressive behaviour. More research is needed in terms of the possi-
ble effects of social stress and/or social dominance in different facets of impulsive and
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compulsive behaviours, such as cognitive flexibility, decision making or motor impulsiv-
ity. Moreover, the possible differences between both sexes in terms of the effect of social
stress and development of inhibitory control deficit have not been extensively studied,
as most of the experiments were in male subjects. Finally, another limitation is that the
present review collates articles that were published and written in English. This may have
excluded articles that were published in other languages. In future research, for a better
knowledge of the implication of social stress and/or social dominance in inhibitory control
deficit, it would be convenient to perform studies that: include specific tasks based on
the different facets of impulsivity and compulsivity, compare the effect of chronic versus
acute stress, as well as the effects in both sexes. Finally, a review that could collate the
relationship between social dominance and the development of behavioural alterations
related to impulsivity and compulsivity in humans could help understand its implication
with a translational approach.
6. Conclusions
The present review allows us to conclude that both stress and social dominance can
induce behavioural alterations related to inhibitory control deficit in rats and mice. Some of
these alterations include (1) alterations in aggressive behaviour, (2) consumption of larger
amounts of drugs, including alcohol, and (3) alterations in dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors.
This review aimed to test whether dominance or social stress can influence the devel-
opment of an impulsive and/or compulsive spectrum disorder. In conclusion, social stress
and dominance appear to be predisposing factors in the development of such disorders.
Several studies support the idea that both social stress and subordination appear to be
related to impulsive and compulsive behaviours such as the consumption of alcohol, drugs
and the development of polydipsia. Additionally, a correlation has been found between
aggressive behaviour and compulsion, and alteration of dopaminergic receptors caused by
social stress and dominance also plays a role in the development of addiction. In summary,
most of the studies show that both subordination and exposure to social stress increase
drug use, social stress increases levels of aggression and both stress and social dominance
cause alterations in the dopaminergic D1/D2 receptors.
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